PODCAST LAUNCHES ON THE HISTORY OF OUR ROADS & BRIDGES
Historical narrative of how our road system came to be

NASHVILLE (March 17, 2021) - A new podcast series, Highway See, is launching to tell the
fascinating history of our roads and bridges. Episode 1 of Highway See begins to unveil how
Tennessee's road system came to be.
Listeners will learn from a historical perspective about the build-out of our modern roads that began
as animal paths and grew to 95,986 miles of roads throughout Tennessee. Highway See is
centered in telling the seldom heard stories of how our road network became what it is today.
The podcast promotes Tennessee's highway system for the engineering marvel that it is. Highway
See digs into the challenging details of building roads in mountainous East Tennessee, across the
rolling hills of Middle Tennessee and over the flat land and riverbanks of West Tennessee.
Highlights of Highway See Episode 1 include:
•
•

•
•
•

The evolution of roads from wildlife traces and footpaths, to wagon trails and eventually to a
paved system of highways and interstates;
Construction advancement from road-making bees that enlisted local citizens with picks
and axes to a more industrial and bureaucratic system complete with federal environmental
standards;
Drivers for roadbuilding including agricultural transport that demanded farm to port access;
President Eisenhower's Federal Highway Act of 1956, which was the first major impetus to
get federal money to states to build an interstate system across the country;
Maintaining Tennessee’s “pay as you go” system without incurring debt to build roads.

The podcast is narrated and hosted by Chris Hill of HumblePod. Episode 1 features interviews
with:
Jason Mumpower, Tennessee Comptroller of the Treasury;
Paul Degges, Chief Engineer of the Tennessee Department of Transportation; and
Bill Moore, Chairman of the Tennessee Infrastructure Alliance.
The podcast concept and name originated with Susie Alcorn, Executive Director of the Tennessee
Infrastructure Alliance.
"The idea of Highway See is to help people appreciate the history behind the highways we all use,
with a goal to better understand the robust engine roads are in our continual mobility and
advancement," said Alcorn. "Roads not only expand our economy and connect us to places away
from where we live, roads are fundamental in shaping our state."
The slogan for the podcast series is “We hope you'll see the highway when you're on the road."
Anyone can follow or subscribe to the Highway See podcast for free through Apple or Google
podcasts, Spotify or wherever they get their podcasts. Listen anytime at HighwaySee.com.
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Media resources web page is www.HighwaySee.com/newsroom.
This release is available as a PDF & Word document along with other resources in the newsroom.
For more information, please contact:
Susie Alcorn
Darrin Kirkus
615.205.2366
podcast@HighwaySee.com
About Highway See
The Highway See podcast exists to share stories about the history of our roads and bridges.
Episode 1 of Highway See begins exploring the origin and creation of Tennessee's road system.
Highway See is presented by Tennessee Infrastructure Alliance, narrated by Chris Hill of
HumblePod, and the executive producer and creator is Susie Alcorn.
To learn more about Highway See visit: https://www.HighwaySee.com/
About Tennessee Infrastructure Alliance
Tennessee Infrastructure Alliance (TIA) is Tennessee's advocate for adequate infrastructure. TIA
educates and advocates for investing, maintaining, and expanding infrastructure in Tennessee. In
addition to roads and bridges, Tennessee Infrastructure Alliance focuses on: water; wastewater;
sewer; flood control; drinking water; navigable waterways to include ports, locks and dams; airports
and aviation, railroads, and public transportation.
To learn more about Tennessee Infrastructure Alliance visit: http://www.TNinfrastructure.org/
About HumblePod LLC
HumblePod LLC is a creative podcast agency that works with businesses and individuals to
develop authentic audio that increases brand awareness, creates communities, and drives
revenue. Founded in 2019, HumblePod has helped develop over 40 original podcasts that have
generated well over 1,000,000 downloads. Their team works with individual thought leaders and
entrepreneurs, Silicon Valley startups, and organizations that have a vision for using podcasting to
tell their story.
To learn more about HumblePod visit: https://www.HumblePod.com/
About Episode 1 Speakers, Host and Executive Producer
For biographies visit: www.HighwaySee.com/speakers
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